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Object based image analysis of satellite imageries- A new frontier for the assessment of forest biodiversity
Siddhartha Khare and S K Ghosh
Indian Institute of Technology Roorkee, India

Biodiversity and its conservation are important issues as the rate of habitat and species’ destruction continue to rise due to 
increasing climate change and anthropological factors. In order to design meaningful conservation strategies, comprehensive 

information on the distribution of species and its temporal change are required. Recently, the remote sensing and biodiversity 
communities have started coordinating their research issues, problems and their solutions on single platform. The possibility 
of such co-operations has been substantially increased with the advancements in satellite remote sensing technology in last 
years. This interdisciplinary research has enabled to capture satellite data at regional and local scale to provide information 
about changes in species distribution, habitat degradation and fine-scale disturbances of forests. This article investigates the 
development and application of Object Based Image Analysis (OBIA) using satellite imageries for the assessment of forest 
biodiversity. Satellite data can provide reliable information related to forest cover, its species type and density, which are 
important indicators of biodiversity. Further, this article covers the various OBIA applications and innovative techniques for 
forest parameter estimation, tree crown estimation and forest land cover change, which proves that the OBIA approach is 
becoming a new frontier in the field of forest biodiversity based studies.
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Black out Green in: DLSU-D initiative towards project carbon-neutral
Reinier M Ira
De La Salle University - Dasmariñas, Philippines

The Black Out Green In of DLSUD is an innovative program that fights off the university’s carbon foot print and mitigate 
the carbon emission to become a carbon neutral-school. It has a total of 6 campaigns and 4 practices that each of it 

promotes and mitigates carbon neutrality. Participatory observation and documentation was conducted so as the researcher to 
be immerse and deeply familiarize in the mechanics of each activity under project. As of 2012 the university have sequestered 
of carbon dioxide in about 2,896.009 metric tons and it will continue to increase in the succeeding years to come. Through 
this research study we will learn on how thus DLSU-D manages its carbon footprint with the help of various campaigns and 
practices under the program of Black Out Green In.
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